
SAMPLE PAPER 2019-20
Class X MATHEMATICS Time  : 3hrs.

Marks : 80

General Instructions:
a) All the questions are compulsory
b) The questions paper consists of 30 questions divided into 4 sections A, B, C and D
c) Section A comprises of 20 questions of 1 mark each. Section B comprises of 6 questions of 2 marks

each. Section C comprises of 8 questions of 3 marks each. Section D comprises of 6 questions of 4
marks each.

d) There is no overall choice. However, an internal choice has been provided in two questions of 1 mark
each, two questions of 2 marks each, four questions of 3 marks each and three questions of 4 marks
each. You have to attempt only one of the alternatives in all such questions.

e) Use of calculators is not permitted.

SECTION  A 20 x 1 = 20

Questions 1 -10 are multiple choice questions.

1. For some integer ‘m’, every even integer is of the form

a) m b) m + 1 c) 2m d) 2m + 1

2. The largest number which divides 70 and 125, leaving remainders 5 and 8 respectively is

a) 13 b) 65 c) 875 d) 1750

3. If the zeros of the quadratic polynomial x2 + (a + 1) x + b are 2 and –3 then

a) a = –7, b = –1 b) a = 5, b = –1 c) a = 2, b = –6 d) a = 0, b = –6

4. The number of polynomials having zeros as –2 and 5 is

a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) more than 3

5. Graphically the pair of equations 6x – 3y + 10 = 0,  2x – y + 9 = 0 represents two lines

which are

a) Intersecting at exactly one point b) Intersecting exactly two points

c) Coincident d) Parallel

6. The pair of equations y = 0 and y = –7 has

a) One solution b) Two solutions

c) Infinitely many solutions d) No solution

7. Which of the following equations has 2 as a root?

a) x2 – 4x + 5 = 0 b) x2 + 3x – 12 = 0

c) 2x2 – 7x + 6 = 0 d) 3x2 – 6x – 2 = 01
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8. Value(s) of  ‘k’  for which the quadratic equation 2x2 – kx + k = 0 has equal root is / are

a) 0 b) 4 c) 8 d) 0, 8

9. If the common difference of an AP is 5 then what is a18 – a13?

a) 5 b) 20 c) 25 d) 30

10. Which term of an AP : 21, 42, 63, 84, ....... is 210?

a) 9th b) 10th c) 11th d) 12th

Questions 11-15 are fill in the blanks type.

11. The probability of taking a number from 1 to 50 is a prime number .................

12. The abscissa of the point or intersection of the less than type and of the more than
type cumulative frequency curves of a grouped data gives its ..................

13. The radius of a sphere is ‘r’ cm. It is divided into two equal parts. Whole surface area of
two parts  ......................

OR

The volume of a right circular cylinder of base radius 7 cm and height 10 cm is.........

14. Name of the line which intersects a circle at two distinct points is .....................

15. If the sun’s angle of elevation is 60o and the height of the pole is 9 3 m, then the length of
the shadow is .......................

Questions 16-20  are very short answer type.

16. Find the value of k for which the quadratic equation 2x2- kx + k=0 has equal roots.

17. If tan 2A = cot(A + 60), find the value of A where 2A is an acute angle.

18. If AOBC is a rectangle whose three vertices are A(0,3),O(0,0) and B(5,0) then find the
length of its diagonal.

OR
Find the quadrant of the point which divides the line segment joining the points (7, –6)
and (3, 4) in the ratio  1 : 2 internally.

19. If 2SinA Sin A 1  , then find the value of 2 4Cos A Cos A

OR

If tan 2A = cot(A + 60), find the value of A where 2A is an acute angle.

20.. If ABC QRP  , 
 
 

ar ABC 9
ar QRP 4




 , AB= 18cm and BC= 15cm, then find PR.

SECTION B 6 x 2 = 12

21. Write the HCF and LCM of the smallest odd composite number and the smallest odd
prime number. If an odd number p divides q2, then will it divide q3? Explain.
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22. Find the roots of the quadratic equation 22 3x x 0
5 5

   .

23. If five times the fifth term of an A.P is equal to eight times its eighth term , show that its 13th

term is zero.

OR

If the nth term of an A.P. is 7 – 3n, find the sum of twenty five terms.

24. Prove that the points A(3,1), B(12, -2) and C(0,2) can not be the vertices of a triangle.

25. A cartoon of 24 bulbs contains 6 defective bulbs. One bulb is drawn at random. What is
the probability that the bulb is not defective? If the bulb selected is defective and it is not
replaced and a second bulb is selected at random from the rest, then what is the probability
that second bulb is defective?

OR

A big contains   5 red, 8 green and  7 white balls. One ball is drawn at random from the bag,
find the probability of getting :

i) not a white ball ii) neither a green nor a red ball

26. Find whether the following pair of linear equations is consistent or inconsistent.

3x + 2y = 8: 6x - 4y = 9

SECTION C 8 x 3 = 24

27. Show that square of any positive integer cannot be of the form 3q or 3q +1 for any integer q.

28. If and   are the zeroes of the polynomial x2 - p (x+1) + c  such that   1 1 0   , then
find the value of c.

29. Solve the following pair of linear equations for x and y.

6 84x 15, 6x 14
y y

     and also find the value of p,  such that y = px – 2.

30. If (a, b) is the mid point of the line segment joining the points A(10, -6), B(k, 4) and a -  2b = 18,
then find the value of k and the distance AB.

OR

The co-ordinates of the points A, B and C are (6, 3), (-3, 5) and (4, -2) respectively. P(x, y) is

any point in the plane. Show that 
 
 

ar PBC x y 2
ar ABC 7

  


 .

31. If 1 + sin2θ  = 3sin θ  cosθ , then prove that tan θ = 1 or 
1
2 .

OR

If a sin   + b cos   = c, then prove that a cos   - b sin  = 2 2 2a b c 
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32. In the given figure, ABC is a right angled triangle, 0B 90  .D is the mid-point of BC. Show

that AC2 =AD2 +3CD2.

OR

In the given figure, 
PS PT
SQ TR

  and PST PRQ   .  Prove that PQR is an isosceles

triangle.

33. A circle touches the side BC of a ABC  at P and AB and AC when produced at Q and R
respectively as shown in  the f igure.   Show that

1AQ (perimeter of ABC)
2

  or  1show that AQ BC CA AB
2

  

34. An ice cream cone full of ice cream having radius 5 cm and height 10 cm as shown in fig.

Calculate the volume of ice cream, provided that its 
1
6 part is left unfilled with ice cream.



SECTION D 6 x 4 = 32

35. Find the mean of the following distribution by step deviation method.

Class 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60

Frequency 5 13 20 15 7 5

OR

The annual rainfall record of a city for 66 days is given in the following table.

Rainfall in cm 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60

Number of days 22 10 8 15 5 6

Calculate the median rainfall using ogives ‘more than type’ and ‘less than type’.

36. A train travelling at a uniform speed for 360km, would have taken 48min less to travel the
same distance. If its speed were 5km /hr more. Find the original speed of the train.

OR

. Find the middle terms of the sequence formed by all numbers between 9 and 95, which
leave  remainder 1 when divided by 3. Also find the sum of the numbers on both sides of
the middle term separately.

37. Two posts are k meter apart and the height of one is double that of other. If from the mid

point of the line segment joining their feet, an observer finds the angles of elevation of

their tops to be complimentary, then find the height of the shorter post.

38. Prove that sum of the squares of the sides of rhombus is equal to the sum of squares of

its diagonals.

OR

Prove that area of an equilateral triangle described on one side of a square is equal to half

the area of an equilateral triangle described on one of its diagonals.

39. A cylindrical bucket, 32cm high and with radius of base 18cm, is filled with sand. This

bucket if emptied on the ground and  a  conical heap of sand is formed. If the height of the

conical heap is 24cm, then find the radius and slant height of the heap.

40. Construct an isosceles ABC with base BC = 6cm, AB = AC and 0A 90  . Draw

another similar triangle whose sides are 
4
5 times of the corresponding sides of ABC .

Justify your construction.


